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Abstract-We

study

matroidal

networks

introduced

by

Dougherty et al., who showed that if a network is scalar-linearly
solvable over some finite field, then the network is a matroidal
network associated with a representable matroid over a finite
field. In this paper, we prove the converse. It follows that a
network is scalar-linearly solvable if and only if the network
is a matroidal network associated with a representable matroid
over a finite field and that determining scalar-linear solvability
of a network is equivalent to finding a representable matroid
over a finite field and a valid network-matroid mapping. As a
consequence, we obtain a correspondence between scalar-linearly
solvable networks and representable matroids over finite fields.
We note that this result, combined with the construction method
due to Dougherty et al., can generate potentially new scalar
linearly solvable networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 2000, Ahlswede et al. [1] introduced the network coding
scheme to the problem of communicating information in
networks by allowing intermediate nodes to code on the
incoming packets. They showed that the extended capability of
intermediate nodes gives greater information throughput than
in the traditional routing scheme. They also showed that the
capacity of a multicast network is equal to the minimum of
min-cuts between source and receiver nodes.
Li et al. [2] showed that linear network coding is sufficient
for multicast networks. Koetter and Medard [3] reduced the
problem of determining scalar-linear solvability to solving a
set of polynomial equations over some finite field and sug
gested connections between scalar-linearly solvable networks
and nonempty varieties in algebraic geometry. They showed
that scalar-linear solvability of many special case networks,
such as two-level multicast and disjoint multicast, can be
determined by their method. Dougherty et al. [4] strengthened
the connection by demonstrating solvably equivalent pairs
of networks and polynomial collections; for any polynomial
collection, there exists a network that is scalar-linearly solvable
over field F if and only if the polynomial collection is solvable
over F. It is known that scalar-linear network codes are not
sufficient in general. The M-network due to Koetter in [5] is a
network with no scalar-linear solution but has a vector-linear
solution. Lehman and Lehman [6] using 3-CNF formulas also
provided an example where a vector solution is necessary.
Dougherty et al. [7], [8] defined and studied matroidal
networks and suggested connections between networks and
matroids. They used matroidal networks constructed from
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well-known matroids to show in [9] that not all solvable
networks have a linear solution over some finite-field alphabet
and vector dimension. They also constructed a matroidal
network to show that Shannon-type information inequalities
are not sufficient for computing network coding capacities in
general. Recently, El Rouayheb et al. [10] strengthened the
connection between networks and matroids by constructing
"solvably equivalent" pairs of networks and matroids via index
codes with their own construction method; the network has a
vector-linear solution over a field if and only if the matroid
has a multilinear representation over the same field. In another
recent work [11], Sun et al. studied the matroid structure of
single-source networks which they define as network matroid
and showed connections between the network matroids and a
special class of linear network codes.
In this paper, we further study the matroidal networks
introduced by Dougherty et al. [7]. We prove the converse
of a theorem in [7] which states that, if a network is scalar
linearly solvable then it is a matroidal network associated
with a representable matroid over a finite field. From [7]
and our present work, it follows that a network is scalar
linearly solvable if and only if it is a matroidal network
associated with a representable matroid over a finite field.
The main idea of our work is to construct a scalar-linear
network code from the network-matroid mapping between the
matroid and network. Thereby, we show a correspondence
between scalar-linearly solvable networks and representable
matroids over finite fields in the framework of matroidal
networks. It follows that determining scalar-linear solvability
of a network N is equivalent to determining the existence
of a representable matroid M over a finite field and a valid
network-matroid mapping between M and N. We also study
a relationship between scalar-linear solvability of networks
and field characteristics. Using our result and the matroidal
network construction method due to Dougherty et al., we
note that networks constructed from representable matroids
over finite fields are scalar-linearly solvable. The constructed
networks are potentially different from the classes of networks
that are already known to be scalar-linearly solvable. It is
possible that our approach provides a superset, but this is
unknown at this time.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give
a network coding model. In Section ill, we define matroids
and three classes of matroids. In Section IV, we define ma-
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troidal networks and provide the construction method due to
Dougherty et al. [7]. In Section V, we prove the converse of
a theorem by Dougherty et al. in [7] and show a relationship
between scalar-linear solvability of networks and field char
acteristics. In Section VI, we provide an example of scalar
linearly solvable network constructed from a representable
matroid over a finite field. In Section VII, we discuss some
limitations in generalizing the main result of the paper and
conclude.
II.

We give a model of algebraic network coding that we will
use in this paper. Most of it is adapted from [7].
A network N is a finite, directed, acyclic multigraph given
by a 6-tuple ( v, f, f..l, A, S, R) with a node set v, an edge set f,
a message set f..l, an alphabet A, a source mapping S v _
and a receiver mapping R v We use a pair of nodes
(x, y) to denote a directed edge from node x to node y. For
each node x, if S x is nonempty then x is a source and if
R x is nonempty then x is a receiver. The elements of S x
are called the messages generated by x and the elements of
R x are called the messages demanded by x. An alphabet A
is a finite set with at least two elements. Each instance of a
message is a vector of elements from the alphabet. For each
node x, let In(x) denote the set of messages generated by
x and in-edges of x. Let Out(x) denote the set of messages
demanded by x and out-edges of x. For each node x, we
fix an ordering of In(x) and Out(x) such that all messages
occur before the edges in the resulting lists. In our definition
of network, there could be multiple source nodes and receiver
nodes with arbitrary demands.
We define edge function, decoding function, message as
signment and symbol function with respect to a finite field
of cardinality greater than or equal to IAI. We choose such
so that each element from A can be uniquely represented
with an element from
Let k and n be positive integers.
For each edge e
( x, y), an edge function is a map
X
_
and for each node x E v
fe
and message m E R x , a decoding function is a map
X
_
where a and (3 are number
fx,m
of messages generated by x and in-edges of x, respectively.
We call k and n the source dimension and edge dimension,
respectively. Each source sends a message vector of length
k and each edge carries a message vector of length n. We
denote the collections of edge and decoding functions by
Fe {fe e E f} and Fd {fx,m : x E v,m E R x }. A
message assignment is a map a f..l i.e., each message
is assigned with a vector from
A symbol function is a
map s f defined recursively, with respect to N and
Fe, such that for all e (x,y) E f,

2f.L.

2f.L,

:

()

()
()

classes of network codes: routing network codes where edge
and decoding functions simply copy input components to
output components, linear network codes where edge and
decoding functions are linear over
and nonlinear network
codes where edge and decoding functions are nonlinear over
Vector-linear network codes are linear network codes with
k n. Scalar-linear network codes are linear network codes
with k
n 1. A network code
k,n,Fe,Fd) is a network
code solution, or solution for short, if for every message
assignment a : f..l _

F,

F.

()

(F,

=

=

NETWORK CODING

:

A network code on N is a 5-tuple (F,k, n,Fe,Fd) where
F is a finite field, with IFI � IAI. There are several special

=

Fk,

()

for all x E v and m E R x . Note that m1,. . . , ma are
messages generated by x and ea+I,... ,ea+f3 are in-edges
of x. A network N is routing-solvable if it has a routing
network code solution. Similarly, we say that network N
is linearly solvable (scalar-linearly solvable, vector-linearly
solvable, nonlinearly solvable) if it has a linear (scalar-linear,
vector-linear, nonlinear) network code solution.
A
global
linear
network
code
is
a
5-tuple
k, n, <Pmsg, <Pedge) where
is a finite field, IFI � IAI, k
is the source dimension, n is the edge dimension,

(F,

1)

F

<Pmsg is the global coding vector function on messages,
<Pmsg : f..l - (Fkxk)If.LI, such that for message m,
<Pmsg(m) (MI,... ,MIf.LI)t where Mi is a kxk matrix

F, and
2) <Pedge is the global coding vector function on edges,
(FnXk)If.LI, such that for each edge e,
<Pedge : f
<Pedge(e) (M1,. . . ,MIf.LI)t where Mi is a nxk matrix
over F.
F
A global linear network code (F,k, n, <Pmsg, <Pedge) is a global

F

F.

: (Fk)a (Fn)f3 Fn,
()
: (Fk)a (Fn)f3 Fk,
=

:

=

:

=

Fn

: Fk,
Fk.

()

=

s(e)

=

fe( a( ml), ... , a(ma), s(ea+I),... , s(ea+f3)),

where ml, ... , ma are the messages generated by x and
ea+1,... ,ea+f3 are the in-edges of x. Note that the symbol
function is well-defined as network N is a directed acyclic
multigraph.
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=

over

-

=

linear network code solution, if IFI � IAI and the following
conditions are satisfied:

,O,Ikxk,

1) for each message m E f..l, <Pmsg(m)
(0, ...
is the k x k identity matrix over
0,
where
and is in the coordinate corresponding to message m;
2) for each node x E v and edge e E Out(x), if <Pedge(e)
then there exist matrices G1,... ,Ga+f3
(MI,...

F

Ikxk

... ,O)t

,MIf.LI)t

F

=

=

Mi

over
such that
'Ej�f GjM/, fori 1, .. . , If..ll;
3) for each node x E v and message m E Out(x), if
<Pmsg(m) (MI,. . .
then there exist matrices
=

Gi,... ,G�+f3
for i

=

1,

over

. . . , If..ll,

=

=

,MIf.LI)t
F such that Mi

=

'Ej�f CjM/,

where if ml, ... , ma are messages generated by
and ea+1,
,ea+f3 are in-edges of x, <Pmsg(mj)
for j
1, ... ,a and <Pedge(ej)

(Mi,... ,M� I)t
(Mi,... ,M�I)t for j
•

•

x

•

(3; G1,... ,Ga are
n x k matrices and Ga+1,... ,Ga+f3 are n x n matrices that
=

a

+ 1, ... ,a +

would appear as coefficients in a linear edge function; and
Ci,... ,G� are k x k matrices and G�+1' ... ,G�+f3 are k x n
matrices that would appear as coefficients in a linear decoding
function.
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To be more specific on parameters k and n, we will use the
prefix (k, n) before codes. When k and n are clear from the
context, we will sometimes omit them. It is straightforward
to check that the notions of linear network code solution and
global linear network code solution are equivalent, as noted in
previous works in algebraic network coding [3] for the k
n 1 case.
Proposition 1: Let N
( v, E, J-L, A, S, R) be a network.
Then N has a (k, n) linear network code solution if and only
if it has a (k, n) global linear network code solution.
In this paper, we will focus on scalar-linear network codes,
that is linear network codes with k
n 1.
=

c+

1. Each base of M(G) is a spanning forest of G, hence an
union of spanning trees in connected components of G, and
each circuit is a single cycle within a connected component.
It is known that the graphic matroids are representable over
any field F. On the other hand, the uniform matroid U2,4 is
not representable over GF(2).

=

IV.

MATROIDAL NETWORKS

=

=

III.

=

We define matroidal networks and present a method for
constructing matroidal networks from matroids; for more
details and relevant results, we refer to [7].
Definition 7: Let N be a network with message set J-L, node
set v, and edge set E. Let M
(S,I) be a matroid with rank
function r. The network N is a matroidal network associated
with M if there exists a function f : J-L U E --t S, called the
network-matroid mapping, such that the following conditions
are satisfied:
=

MATROIDS

We define matroids and three classes of matroids. See [12]
for more background on matroids.
Definition 2: A matroid M is an ordered pair (S,I) con
sisting of a set S and a collection I of subsets of S satisfying
the following conditions:
1) 0 E I;
2) If I E I and I' � I, then I' E I;
3) If II and 12 are in I and Ihl < 1121, then there is an
element e of 12 \ h such that h U {e} E I.
The set S is called the ground set of the matroid M. A subset
X of S is an independent set if it is in I; X is a dependent
set if not. A base B of M is a maximal independent set; for
all elements e E S \ B, B U {e} � I. It can be shown that all
bases have the same cardinality. A circuit of M is a minimal
dependent set; for all elements e in C, C \ {e} E I. For each
matroid, there is an associated function r called rank that maps
8
the power set 2 into the set of nonnegative integers. The rank
of a set X � S is the maximum cardinality of an independent
set contained in X.
Definition 3: Two matroids Ml
(Sl,Il) and M2
(S2,I2) are isomorphic if there is a bijection map 'IjJ from
Sl to S2 such that for all X � S1> X is independent in M 1
if and only if 'IjJ(X) is independent in M2.
=

=

Definition 4 (Uniform Matroids): Let c, d be nonnegative
integers such that c ::; d. Let S be a d-element set and I
be the collection {X � S : IXI ::; c}. We define the uniform
matroid of rank c on the d-element set to be Uc,d
(S,I).
Definition 5 (Graphic Matroids): Let G be an undirected
graph with the set of edges, S. Let I
{X � S
X does not contain a cycle}. We define the graphic matroid
associated with G as M(G)
(S,I).
Definition 6 (RepresentablelVector Matroid): Let A be a
d l x d2 matrix over some field F. Let S
{I,..., d 2} where
element i in S corresponds to the ith column vector of A
and I
{X � S : corresponding column vectors form an
independent set}. We define the vector matroid associated with
A as M(A) (S,I). A matroid M is F-representable if it
is isomorphic to a vector matroid of some matrix over field
F. A matroid is representable if it is representable over some
field. Note that F is not necessarily finite.
The bases of Uc,d
(S,I) are exactly subsets of S of
cardinality c and the circuits are subsets of S of cardinality
=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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1) f is one-to-one on J-L;
2) f(J-L) E I;
3) r(f(In(x)))
r(f(In(x) U Out(x))), for every x E v.
=

We define f(A) to be {f(x) I x E A} for a subset A of J-LUE.
Theorem 8 (Construction Method): Let M
(S,I) be a
matroid with rank function r. Let N denote the network to be
constructed, J-L its message set, v its node set, and E its edge
set. Then the following construction method will construct a
matroidal network N associated with M. We do not address
issues of complexity of the method.
We choose the alphabet A to be any set with at least two
elements. The construction will simultaneously construct the
network N, the network-matroid mapping f : J-LUE --t S, and
an auxiliary function g : S --t v, where for each XES, g(x)
is either
=

1) a source node with message m and f(m)
x; or
2) a node with in-degree 1 and whose in-edge e satisfies
=

f(e)

=

x.

The construction is completed in 4 steps and each step can be
completed in potentially many different ways:
Step 1: Choose any base B
{b I,..., br(8)} of M. Create
network source nodes nl, ...,nr(8) and corresponding mes
sages m I,...,mr(8), one at each node. Let f(mi)
bi and
=

=

g(bi)

=

ni·

Step 2: (to be repeated until no longer possible).
Find a circuit {xo,...,Xj} in M such that g(Xl),...,g(Xj)
have been already defined but not g(xo). Then we add:
1) a new node y and edges el,...,ej such that ei connects
g(Xi) to y. Let f(ei) Xi.
2) a new node no with a single in-edge eo that connects y
Xo and g(xo) no.
to no. Let f(eo)
=

=

=

Step 3: (can be repeated arbitrarily many times).
If {xo,...,Xj} is a circuit of M and g(xo) is a source node
with message mo, then add to the network a new receiver node
y which demands the message mo and has in-edges el,...,ej
where ei connects g(Xi) to y. Let f(ei)
Xi.
Step 4: (can be repeated arbitrarily many times).
Choose a base B
{XI,...,Xr(8)} of M and create a
=

=
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receiver node y that demands all the network messages and
has in-edges eb ...,er(S) where ei connects g(Xi) to y. Let

f(ei)

=

row operations, we uniquely express A in the form

A

Xi·

The following theorem is from [7]. The original theorem states
with a representable matroid, but the same proof still works
with a representable matroid over a finite field.
Theorem 9: If a network is scalar-linearly solvable over
some finite field, then the network is matroidal. Furthermore,
the network is associated with a representable matroid over a
finite field.

=

[Id l I A']

where A' is a dl x (d2-dl) matrix and such that {ib ...,ill'l}
now corresponds to the first If..ll columns of A. Note that the
structure of the corresponding matroid stays the same. We
introduce dummy messages mll'l+!' ...,mdl, if necessary, by
adding a disconnected node that generates these messages. We
assign global coding vectors on the resulting N as follows:
1) for each edge e, let ¢edge(e)
Af(e); and
2) for each message m, let ¢msg(m)
Af(m),
=

v.

=

SCALAR-LINEAR SOLVABILITY

We prove the converse of Theorem 9 and that a network is
scalar-linearly solvable over a finite field of characteristic p if
and only if the network is a matroidal network associated with
a representable matroid over a finite field of characteristic p.
In what follows, we assume that d2 2: di.
Lemma 10: Let A be a dl x d2 matrix over a finite field F
and M(A) be the corresponding representable matroid. Then
there exists an arbitrarily large finite field F' and a dl x d2
matrix A' over F' such that the corresponding matroid M(A')
is isomorphic to M(A).
Proof: We show that any finite field F' that contains F
as a subfield works; for instance, extension fields of F. We
consider the same matrix A over F', so choose A'
A, and
show that a set of column vectors of A is independent over
F if and only if it is independent over F'. Assume columns
Vb ... , Vk are dependent by some scalars ai's in F, alVI +
... + akvk
o. Since F' contains F, all operations with
elements of the subfield F stay in the subfield, and the same
scalars still work in F', i.e., a lVI + ... + akVk
0 in F'.
Hence, the vectors are dependent over F'. Assume column
vectors Vb ... , Vk are independent over F. We extend the set
d
of vectors to a basis of F l. Then the matrix formed by the
basis has a nonzero determinant over F. By similar reasons
as before, the same matrix has a nonzero determinant when
considered as a matrix over F'. Hence, the column vectors of
the basis matrix are independent over F' and, in particular,
the column vectors Vb ... , Vk are independent over F'.
•
Theorem 11: If a network N is matroidal and is associated
with a representable matroid over a finite field F, then N is
scalar-linearly solvable.
Proof: Let N
( v, €, f..l,A, S, R) be a matroidal network.
Let A be the dl x d2 matrix over the finite field F such that
N is a matroidal network associated with the corresponding
matroid M(A)
(S,I). By Lemma 10, we assume that the
finite field F is large enough to represent all elements in A,
i.e., IFI 2: IAI. By Definition 7, there exists a network-matroid
mapping f : f..l U € � S. Assume r(S)
dl; otherwise we
remove redundant rows without changing the structure of the
matroid. Let f(f..l)
{ib ...,ill'l}. As f(f..l) E I, the columns
indexed by f(f..l) form an independent set. We extend f(f..l) to
d
a basis B of F l, if necessary, by adding column vectors of A.
Without loss of generality, assume the first dl columns of A
form the basis B after reordering. By performing elementary
=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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where Ai denotes the ith column of A. We show that
the global linear network code defined above is valid and
satisfies all the demands. For each node X E v, we have
r(f(ln(x)))
r(f(ln(x) U Out(x))). It follows that for
each edge e E Out(x), Af(e) is a linear combination of
{Af(e') : e' E In(x)}. Equivalently, ¢edge(e) is a linear
combination of coding vectors in {¢msg(m) : m E In(x)} U
{¢edge(e) : e E In(x)}. For each message m E Out(x),
Af(m) is a linear combination of {Af(e') : e' E In(x)}.
Similarly, ¢msg(m) is a linear combination of coding vectors
in {¢msg(m) : m E In(x)} U {¢edge(e) : e E In(x)}.
Note, furthermore, that ¢msg(m) is the standard basis vector
corresponding to m. It follows that the global linear network
code (F,Fe, Fd) thus defined is a global linear network code
solution. Removing the dummy messages, it follows that N
•
is scalar-linearly solvable.
Given an arbitrary matrix A, assigning its column vectors
as global coding vectors will not give a global linear network
code solution necessarily. In essence, the theorem shows
that, while we cannot use column vectors of A directly, we
can do the described operations to produce an equivalent
representation of A from which we can derive a global linear
network code solution. From Theorems 8 and 11, we obtain
a method for constructing scalar-linearly solvable networks:
pick any representable matroid over a finite field F and
construct a matroidal network N using Theorem 8. Combining
Theorems 9 and 11, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 12: A network is scalar-linearly solvable if and
only if the network is a matroidal network associated with a
representable matroid over a finite field.
One implication of the theorem is that the class of scalar
linearly solvable networks in the algebraic network coding
problem corresponds to the class of representable matroids
over finite fields in the framework of matroidal networks. In
effect, our results show a connection between scalar-linearly
solvable networks, which are tractable networks for network
coding, and representable matroids over finite fields, which are
also particularly tractable in terms of description size.
In light of Dougherty et al. 's approach [7], [8], relationships
between field characteristics and linear solvability of matroidal
networks are important. In the case of scalar-linear network
codes, we fully characterize a relationship with the following
theorem. Note that a network might be a matroidal network
with respect to more than one representable matroids of
=
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different field characteristics and so is possibly scalar-linearly
solvable with respect to fields of different characteristics.
Theorem 13: A network is scalar-linearly solvable over a
finite field of characteristic p if and only if the network is
a matroidal network associated with a representable matroid
over a finite field of characteristic p.
Proof" We extend Theorems 9 and II and Lemma 10 to
include field characteristic p, and the statement follows.
•
Corollary 14: Any matroidal network N associated with an
uniform matroid is scalar-linearly solvable over a sufficiently
large finite field of any characteristic. The same holds for the
graphic matroids.
Proof" It is straightforward to show that for any uniform
matroid M and a prime p, there is a sufficiently large finite
field of characteristic p and a matrix A such that M is a
representable matroid associated with A over F. The same is
true for graphic matroids.
•
As a consequence, any matroidal networks constructed
from uniform or graphic matroids will not have interesting
properties like those constructed from the Fano and non-Fano
matroids in Dougherty et ai. [7], [8].
V I. A N EXAMPLE
In this section, we provide an example of a scalar-linearly
solvable network that follows from Theorem 11. As mentioned
before, we get a method for constructing scalar-linearly solv
able networks from Theorems 8 and 11: pick any representable
matroid over a finite field F and construct a matroidal network.
Assume A
{a,I}. Consider the graph G and the ma
troidal network N constructed from M(G) in Fig. 1. The
ground set S of M(G) is {I,...,7}, representing the edges
of G. Nodes 1-4 are the source nodes and nodes II-13 are the
receiver nodes. M(G) is a representable matroid over field IF2
and by Theorem 11, the network has a scalar-linear network
code solution over IF2' as shown by the global coding vectors
on N in Fig. 1. This example shows that our results provide
networks which are different from the networks previously
known to be scalar-linearly solvable such as multicast, 2-level
multicast and disjoint multicast. It is possible that network N
can be constructed from a set of polynomials as in Dougherty
et ai. [4] or via index codes as in EI Rouayheb et ai. [10].
=

V II.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that any matroidal network as
sociated with a representable matroid over a finite field is
scalar-linearly solvable. Combined with an earlier result of
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Dougherty et aI., it follows that a network is scalar-linearly
solvable if and only if it is a matroidal network associated with
a representable matroid over a finite field. It also follows that
determining scalar-linear solvability of a network is equivalent
to finding a representable matroid over a finite field and a
valid network-matroid mapping. We also showed a relationship
between scalar-linear solvability of networks and field charac
teristics. As a result, we obtained a method for generating
scalar-linearly solvable networks from representable matroids
over finite fields and a set of scalar-linearly solvable networks
that is possibly different from those networks we already know
to be scalar-linearly solvable.
Unfortunately, the results presented in this paper do not
seem to generalize to vector-linear network coding or more
general network coding schemes. The difficulty is that the
matroid structure requires that a subset of the ground set of
a matroid is either independent or dependent, but what this
corresponds to in vector-linear codes, for instance, is not clear.
Instead of vectors over fields, we now have vectors over rings
(matrices over a field, to be more specific) in vector-linear
network coding and we are unaware of suitable matroids on
vectors over rings for our purpose. In fact, EI Rouayheb et
ai. [10] also made a similar observation and suggested that
FD-relations are more related to networks than are matroids.
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